GET
READY
FOR SPRING CLEANING

with April’s PV promotion!

Ready for a clean slate? It’s the perfect time to embrace your inner (or outer) neat freak! Freshen the
linens, open the windows, deep-clean the corners, and let the fresh feeling of spring fill your home.
Get started with April’s PV promo, filled with cleaning basics such as Thieves® Household Cleaner and
Tea Tree essential oil. Plus, you can meet your PV goal with this year’s spring collection of products that
kick off the new season—available at YoungLiving.com beginning April 1.
Reach any of the following PV minimums with your April order to get these products for free:

300 P V

Retail Value: $202.63

• 15-ml Dragon Time™: After the family spends the day cleaning, use
this oil’s calming aroma—made with Clary Sage, Lavender, Jasmine,
and more—to unwind with a relaxing back or foot massage.
• Thieves Household Cleaner: A cleaning classic, this versatile allpurpose cleaner uses naturally derived ingredients, including our
popular Thieves oil, to freshen every room in your home.
• Glass spray bottle: Keep your Thieves Household Cleaner close at
hand with this 8-ounce glass spray bottle! With a Thieves logo that
makes it easy to identify, this bottle will be your go-to tool for messes
big and small.
• 15-ml Tea Tree: Tea Tree’s cleansing properties and crisp scent make
it a must-have for anyone who prefers plant-based products. Diffuse it
to clear the air after winter or make a DIY air freshener or linen spritzer.
• Essential Rewards exclusive: 5-ml Oola® Grow™: Use this oil as you
take on Saturday chores or everyday cleaning. It combines blends
such as Highest Potential™ and Motivation™ to create an uplifting,
inspiring aroma.
• Essential Rewards exclusive: 5-ml Tangerine Vitality™: Refresh before,
during, or after cleaning with a chilled drink enhanced with bright
citrus flavor. Add a drop or two of Tangerine Vitality to your water,
NingXia Red ®, or NingXia Zyng™!

250 PV

Retail Value: $138.49

• Thieves Household Cleaner
• Glass spray bottle
• 15-ml Tea Tree
• Essential Rewards exclusives: 5-ml Oola Grow
and 5-ml Tangerine Vitality

190 PV

Retail Value: $96.38

• 15-ml Tea Tree
• Essential Rewards exclusives: 5-ml Oola Grow
and 5-ml Tangerine Vitality

100 PV

Retail Value: $9.87

• Bonus Essential Rewards exclusive:
5-ml Tangerine Vitality

VISIT YOUNGLIVING.COM FOR FULL OFFER DETAILS!

